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Abstract—Geo-distributed machine learning (ML) often uses large geo-dispersed data collections produced over time to train global
models, without consolidating the data to a central site. In the parameter server architecture, “workers” and “parameter servers” for a
geo-distributed ML job should be strategically deployed and adjusted on the fly, to allow easy access to the datasets and fast exchange
of the model parameters at any time. Despite many cloud platforms now provide volume discounts to encourage the usage of their ML
resources, different geo-distributed ML jobs that run in the clouds often rent cloud resources separately and respectively, thus rarely
enjoying the benefit of discounts. We study an ML broker service that aggregates geo-distributed ML jobs into cloud data centers for
volume discounts via dynamic online placement and scaling of workers and parameter servers in individual jobs for long-term cost
minimization. To decide the number and the placement of workers and parameter servers, we propose an efficient online algorithm
which firstly decomposes the online problem into a series of one-shot optimization problems solvable at each individual time slot by the
technique of regularization, and afterwards round the fractional decisions to the integer ones via a carefully-designed dependent
rounding method. We prove a parameterized-constant competitive ratio for our online algorithm as the theoretical performance
analysis, and also conduct extensive simulation studies to exhibit its close-to-offline-optimum practical performance in realistic settings.
Index Terms—Geo-distributed Machine Learning; Online Placement; Volume Discount Brokerage
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I NTRODUCTION

G

EO -distributed machine learning (ML) derives useful
insights from large data collections continuously produced at dispersed locations with potentially time-varying
volumes, without moving them to a central site. For example, e-commerce sites, including Amazon and Taobao,
recommend products that are of particular interests to users
by learning the user preference from the click-through data
continuously collected all over the world [1], using ML techniques such as logistic regression; CometCloudCare (C 3 ) [2]
is a platform for training ML models with geo-distributed
sensitive datasets, subject to location restrictions, privacy
requirements, and data use agreement (DUA) guarantees.
The parameter server architecture [3][4] is widely used in
distributed ML, where “workers” send parameter updates
to one or multiple “parameter servers” (PSs), and the PSs
maintain a global copy of the model and send the updated
global parameters back to the workers. In a geo-distributed
ML job, workers and PSs often reside at different geographic
locations, e.g., cloud data centers. To exploit data that are
continuously produced for training, incremental learning is
customarily employed [5][6][7], where new data are consecutively fed to the corresponding workers respectively, in
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order to extend the existing model’s knowledge dynamically. As data volumes fluctuate across the spatial-temporal
spectrum, the number of workers and their geographic
placement in the ML job should be adjusted on the fly.
In practice, the owners of such ML jobs typically rent
resources (e.g., virtual machines or containers equipped with
GPUs) from cloud data centers to run workers and PSs, and
pay the cloud providers for the resources used. Many cloud
platforms now provide “volume discounts” to encourage
the usage of their (ML) resources: the more the resources are
used and the longer the resources are used for, the lower the
unit resource price becomes. For example, Rackspace offers
a two-tier volume discount policy [8]; Amazon [9] and the
Telecoms cloud [10] adopt a three-tier pricing strategy. For
the ML job owner, it is commonly hard to decide for how
long a ML job will run before completion (e.g., till the model
convergence); with time-varying training data generation,
it is even more challenging to estimate the future resource
consumption. In general, it is difficult to reserve or expect
sufficient cloud resource usage for individual ML jobs to
leverage the volume discount offers.
This paper proposes an ML broker service to aggregate
resource demands from multiple geo-distributed ML jobs,
and rent cloud resources on their behalf for volume discounts. The potential of such a broker service is eminent,
in reducing the overall cost of running ML jobs and hence
lowering each individual job’s expenditure: (i) different
cloud providers offer diverse prices and volume discounts
for different resources across geo-locations, and lower price
opportunities materialize only when individual jobs aggregate into sets; (ii) ML jobs are typically resource-intensive,
time-consuming, and costly, and a small reduction in unit
resource price may lead to large economic savings for the
ML job owners. Note that, while cloud brokerage has been
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an existing proliferating business, with approximately $4.5
billion revenue in 2017 and $9.52 billion expected by 2021
[11], the ML broker service is new, which differs from cloud
brokers due to the ML jobs’ unique requirements for largevolume data analysis and high interconnection bandwidth
(to support repeated parameter exchanges), possessing great
potential for accommodating the explosive growth of the
ML-driven applications in the near future.
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Fig. 1: Geo-distributed ML with the broker service.
To effectively operate an ML broker service, a fundamental problem is, given the many ML jobs with time-varying
volumes of training data at different geo-locations, how the broker
should efficiently decide the number of workers and PSs to place at
each location for each job at each time, such that the overall cost of
running these jobs is minimized while the training data for each
job are moved/distributed and processed.
At the beginning of each time slot, the ML broker
aggregates resource demands from all the newly arrived
geo-distributed machine learning jobs, and observes the
volumes of data generated at each data center. By taking
the combination of resource demands, data distribution and
volume discount of each type of resource into consideration,
ML broker makes decisions on how to transfer training data
and how to deploy workers and parameter servers at each
location. An indicative illustration of our target system is
shown in Fig. 1, where, through the ML broker, job 1’s
workers and PS are placed at data center 1, and job 2’s
workers are placed at data centers 2 and 3, with job 1’s
training data that are generated at data center 2 moved to
data center 1. Note that we focus on the common parameter
server architecture, and the specific instantiation of different
machine learning models within this architecture is out of
the scope of this paper.
We model and formulate the ML broker service’s dynamic worker/PS placement problem as a mixed integer
linear program (MILP). The MILP includes a complex set of
variables indicating the decisions on the worker/PS placement, the amount of data to be copied into each data center
for the worker’s processing, and the number of inter-datacenter worker-PS connections, all contributing to the cost of
the ML jobs. To compute the decisions on the fly for the
long-term cost minimization with guaranteed performance,
we propose an efficient online algorithm based on regularization and dependent rounding techniques. We summarize
our technical contributions as follows.
First, we analyze the detailed cost structure for running
geo-distributed ML jobs and capture it in the broker’s cost
minimization problem. Particularly, via an auxiliary variable
technique, we convert our original cost minimization problem with the non-linear, or in other words, the piecewise

linear, volume-discounting price functions, which is hard to
optimize, into an equivalent reformulation with only easier
linear objective functions and additional constraints. To
“reuse” existing workers/PSs over time as much as possible
and to avoid re-deploying them repeatedly, we model the
deployment cost as the Rectified Linear Unit [12] function
of the deployment decisions in successive time slots.
Second, we relax the broker’s MILP problem and design
an online algorithm to compute the fractional decisions at
each individual time slot by exploiting a regularizationbased method. To overcome the challenge of the timecoupling deployment decisions, our algorithm decouples
the relaxed problem into a series of convex sub-problems
solvable at each corresponding time slot via substituting the
deployment cost in the objective function by a carefullydesigned, dedicated, convex term, and uses the solutions to
this series of sub-problems as the solution to our original
problem. Our approach achieves a provable parameterized
competitive ratio, compared against the offline optimal solution that knows all the dynamic, online inputs in advance.
Third, we design a rounding algorithm to recover the
integer decisions at each time slot from the fractional ones
that are produced by our online algorithm. Our rounding
algorithm repeatedly chooses a pair of fractional decisions
and attempts to round them up and down, respectively, in
a compensative manner in order to ensure that the sum
of them remains largely the same as before so that the
related constraints are not violated after rounding. Afterwards, taking the rounded integer decisions back into the
problem and fixing them, we compute and update the rest
of the variables. Our rounding approach achieves a provable
integrality gap, compared against the fractional decisions
before rounding. Joining our fractional online algorithm
and dependent rounding algorithm, our complete online
algorithm, which we name mlBroker, guarantees a small
overall competitive ratio even in the worst cases.
Last, we conduct simulation studies to compare our
online algorithm to offline optimal solutions and other representative alternatives under realistic settings, and reveal
its close-to-offline-optimal performance in practice. Our online fractional algorithm achieves an empirical competitive
ratio of less than 1.25, compared to the fractional offline
optimum; our dependent rounding algorithm achieves a
multiplicative integrality loss of less than 2.5×, and behaves
consistently better than other baseline rounding algorithms.
We find that, overall, our mlBroker algorithm produces
a competitive ratio of up to 3, and results in 20% − 50%
less total cost than a state-of-the-art algorithm and multiple
well-adopted ML job placement/scaling benchmark methods. We also show mlBroker’s good performance in real
experiments. Even with much smaller scale of data volume
and fewer DCs due to economic constraints, our algorithm
still obtains minimal cost, compared to other algorithms.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. We review
the related literature in Sec. 2. We define all our models and
problem formulations in Sec. 3. We present the design and
the analysis of our online fractional algorithm in Sec. 4, as
well as the design and the analysis of our dependent rounding algorithm in Sec. 5. Afterwards, Sec. 6 conducts both
the simulations and real experiments to verify mlBroker’s
good performance, and Sec. 7 concludes the paper.
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Distributed ML Systems. Cano et al. [13] propose a geodistributed machine learning model to cope with the scarce
and costly cross-DSs bandwidth and privacy constraints
on user data. Gaia [14] is a geo-distributed ML system
that eliminates insignificant communication between data
centers while ensuring convergence of ML algorithms.
Vulimiri et al. [15] propose a solution to deal with WideArea Big Data problem and conduct queries and analytics
on geo-distributed data. Konecny et al. [16] design online
algorithms for federated learning. A centralized model is
trained with training data remains distributed among large
numbers of users. Different from the above literature, we
do not focus on the optimization in distributed ML algorithms to improve training speed, we aim to cost minimization problem which focuses on geo-distributed ML
job placement. Wang et al. [17] focus on gradient-descent
based distributed learning, and propose a control algorithm
to determine the best trade-off between local update and
global parameter aggregation, to minimize the loss function
under a given resource budget. Chen et al. [18] propose
a Bi-layered Parallel Training (BPT-CNN) architecture in
distributed computing environments, which consists of two
layers to address data partitions, communications and training speed acceleration separately. A Parallel Random Forest
(PRF) algorithm is proposed in [19] for big data on the
Apache Spark platform based on data parallel and task
parallel optimization. They utilize vertical data-partitioning
and data-multiplexing method to reduce data volume and
communication cost. They also carry out a dual parallel approach and invoke different task scheduler according to task
Directed Acyclic Graph to realize task parallel optimization.
Chen et al. [20] propose a Distributed Intelligent Video
Surveillance (DIVS) system in an edge computing environment to address the problems of parallel training, model
synchronization and workload balancing. They design a
model parameter updating method and a dynamic data
migration approach to realize task parallel and model parallel in a distributed EC environment. SpGEMM kernels [21]
are designed to realize high speed parallel computations. A
multi-level parallelism design, optimization strategies and
a performance-aware model for SpGEMM are combined
together to meet the challenge of the high-speed computing
of large-scale data sets on the Sunway. Xu et al. [22] mainly
focus on how to properly implement joint request mapping
and response routing to improve the performance of the
entire distributed cloud platform, including delay, bandwidth and power consumption. They propose a general
distributed algorithm based on ADMM to solve the large
scale data optimization problem. Different from the above
literature, we do not focus on the optimization in distributed
ML algorithms to improve training speed, we aim to cost
minimization problem which focuses on geo-distributed ML
job placement.
ML job scheduling and placement. Existing efforts have
been focusing on individual jobs or jobs in one data center.
Xu et al. [23] focus on the cost minimization problem of
big data analytics on geo-distributed data centers, and propose a Reinforcement Learning (RL) based job scheduling
algorithm by combining RL with neural network (NN).

They also leverage similar idea in [24] and propose a robust blockchain-based decentralized resource management
framework to deal with the energy-aware resource management problem in cloud. The authors in [25] introduce
many solutions to deal with the optimization in DCNs
when considering the deployment of geo-distributed data
centers and data-intensive applications. Dolphin [26] is an
elastic ML framework which identifies the optimal number
of works for each ML job. Mirhoseini et al. [27] propose an
adaptive method to optimize device placement for TensorFlow graphs on different types of devices such as GPUs and
CPUs. Gao et al. [28] model placement of a deep neural network on devices as a Markov decision process, and propose
a reinforcement learning algorithm to minimize the time of
training. Bao et al. [4] study online job scheduling in one ML
cluster. Peng et al. [29] develop a job scheduler, Optimus, for
deep learning clusters. Different from the above literature,
our model assumes a fixed execution window without considering the scheduling dimension, but adjust the placement
in each time slot to minimize the cost. Thus we can say
we are the first to design a cost-minimization algorithm
for ML brokers to optimize geo-distributed job placement.
Moreover, our model also consider how to aggregate ML
jobs to take advantage of volume-discounting pricing policy
to reduce the resource renting cost.
In addition, we consider incremental learning jobs, in
which newly generated data is continuously used to further
train the model during each period. It does not require
access to historical data used to train the existing model,
and preserves previously acquired knowledge without the
effect of catastrophic forgetting [5], [6] and [7].
Volume Discount and Cloud Brokerage Services. Volumediscounting based service is widely used by many cloud
resource providers such as Rackspace [8], Amazon [9] and
Telecoms cloud [10]. Zheng et al. [30] consider aggregating
jobs to take the advantage of volume discount based on
duration. Since ML jobs’ running time can not be accurately
predicted in prior, it is hard to adopt duration-based volume
discount, but we can use usage-based discount strategy to
explore better performance. Wang et.al [31] used a tiered
usage-based discount policy for different kinds of VMs to
attract cloud users to rent resources as a coalition formation
game. Wang et al. [11] propose an offline resource scaling
policy based on usage-based volume discount. However,
due to the property of incremental learning, all the jobs
come on the fly and the proposed offline strategy is not
practical, thus we propose an online brokerage to take the
best advantage of usage-based volume discount for ML jobs.
Hu et al. [32] study online cost-effective cloud resource
allocation under price discounts. Wu et al. [33] design a
storage service which span among multiple DCs and minimize the cost by exploiting different prices in each DC.
They also trade off geo-distributed replications to achieve
better overall performance. Shastri et al. [34] exploit the spot
markets, always allocate the cheapest instance for tasks, and
migrate tasks from more expensive instances to cheaper
ones when spot market prices fluctuate. The above schemes
cannot be directly applied to ML systems, since they do not
consider training data migration and the communication
between workers and PSs.
Regularization in Algorithm Design. The regularization
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technique was first proposed by Buchbinder et al. [35]. A
number of studies have applied regularization in different
problems. Zhang et al. [36] apply it to geo-distributed cloud
CDNs, and Jiao et al. [37, 38] leverage it for online resource
allocation in cloud and edge computing networks. Jia et
al. [39] investigate the cost minimization problem for dynamic placement of VNF service chains. These studies are
not tailored for ML brokerage services. Consequently, their
regularization algorithms cannot handle data migration and
volume discount functions. Further, in one-shot algorithm
design, they only consider one set of integer variables while
we jointly round two sets of integer variables.

3
3.1

in a time slot (decided by the job’s minibatch size and
computation speed of its worker/PS). We assume that there
is only one PS in each job in our problem model, which in
practice can represent a number of PS instances located in
the same data center.
Without mlBroker

With mlBroker

PS

DC 1

DC 1

Worker
Data

DC 2

DC 3

DC 2

DC 3

M ODELS AND F ORMULATION
Broker Service Model and Notations

We consider an ML broker who accepts distributed ML job
requests from users, and rents cloud resources from R geodistributed data centers (DCs) for running the jobs. Assume
I users submit jobs to the broker over a large time span
T . In each ML job i, the training data are continuously
generated at different geographic locations. Without loss of
generality, we assume that the original copy of the training
data is collected and stored into the nearest data center. The
owners of ML jobs need to offer specific ML training models,
training datasets and resource demands. Specifically, the
model needs to be provided is a Docker image, and the k8s
can automatically download and deploy training models.
Resource demands includes the number of PSs and workers,
and their configurations.
The ML jobs use the parameter server (PS) architecture
[3] for distributed training. We consider incremental learning of the continuously produced data in each job [5][6]: the
new data are aggregated in each time slot, and the dataset
collected in t − 1 is used for training the ML model in t. Let
Dir (t) denote the size of the input training dataset in job i
at t from data center r, which was aggregated in r in t − 1.
The training data in t are divided into equal-sized chunks
trained by different workers. Each data chunk is further
divided into equal-sized mini-batches. A worker trains a
mini-batch, pushes computed model parameter updates to
the PS, pulls global parameter computed from the PS, and
then moves on to the next minibatch. When all mini-batches
in the data chunk are trained for once, a training epoch
is completed; the worker typically trains the data chunk
for multiple epochs for model convergence. When training
ResNet-152 model on ImageNet dataset [40][41], it takes
about one second to train a mini-batch, while training a data
chunk takes less than one minute [4].
Each ML job is modeled as follows. User i submits its ML
job request at ti , which consists of: (i) desired resource composition for each worker (each PS) to run the job, denoted
by ni,k (mi,k ), the amount of type-k resource demanded by
each worker (PS), ∀k ∈ [K]; (ii) processing capacity of each
worker in job i, Pi , in terms of the maximum input data
size that it can train for the desired number of epochs for
its incremental learning in each time slot; (iii) data size for
parameter update exchange between each pair of worker
and parameter server in job i in a time slot, Bi . Bi is decided
by the number of parameters in the ML model being trained,
and the number of inter-worker-PS parameter exchanges

Fig. 2: mlBroker Model.
The broker rents cloud resources and schedules ML job
placement in a time slotted fashion. At the beginning of each
time slot t, it decides placement of workers and PSs in jobs
newly submitted in t − 1, together with deployment adjustment of workers/PSs in existing jobs submitted earlier, in
order to minimize the overall cost of cloud resource rental.
For example, in Fig. 2, we use blue and yellow icons to
represent job 1 and job 2’s workers and PSs respectively.
mlBroker is responsible for scaling these two jobs. As can
be seen from the figure, the new training data is cumulated
during last time slot, then the deployment of workers and
PSs need to be rearranged accordingly. After the scheduling
of mlBroker, the training data and computing nodes are
all selectively
The amount of training data in
P rescheduled.
r
each job,
D
(t)
,
may
vary from one time slot to
r∈[R] i
another;
the total number of workers in job i is recomputed
P
D r (t)

i
by ⌈ r∈[R]
⌉ in t. The length of a time slot is potentially
Pi
much larger than the duration of a training epoch, for
repeated training of the input dataset in each time slot. For
example, one time slot can be half a day or longer, which
is sufficient for all the incremental jobs in this period to be
trained to convergence.
The decisions made at the broker in t include: (i) yir (t),
the number of workers of job i to run in data center r
in t, ∀i ∈ It , r ∈ [R] (we use [X] to denote the integer
set {1, 2, ..., X} in the paper); (ii) sri (t), a binary variable
indicating whether job i’s PS is placed in data center r in t,
′
or not; (iii) qirr (t), the amount of training data in job i in t,
transferred from data center r to r′ . Here It is the set of ML
jobs to schedule in t, including both new and existing jobs.
To maximize the chances for volume discounts, data
collected in data center r in t − 1 may not necessarily be
processed in r in t, but moved to another data center r′ for
processing, if more abundant workers are deployed there.
′
Let drr denote the cost of transferring a unit amount of
′
data from r to r′ (drr = 0 if r′ = r).
Our scheduling algorithm keeps track of the total
amount of all resources and their usage. If a job arrives and
is successfully deployed, our scheduling system records the
type and amount of resources used by the job. When the job
is completed, the corresponding resources are released and
the scheduling system recalculates the amount of available
resources.
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TABLE 1: Notation
I
K
ti
X
Dir (t)
Pi
ni,k
mi,k
yir (t)
sri (t)
′
drr
ci
vir (t)
zir (t)
Fkr (h)
′
qirr (t)
Bi
′

girr (t)

3.2

with volume discount

0

In each time slot, the broker is subject to four categories of
costs for running user jobs.
1) Data transfer costs for copying training datasets from
origin data centers to other data centers for processing. The
overall data transfer cost in t is computed as:
X X X

′

′

drr qirr (t)

in data center r in t − 1 (i.e., yir (t − 1) + sri (t − 1) = 0) and
one or more workers (or the PS) are to be placed in r in t,
a cost ci occurs for copying job i’s ML model and training
program from the broker to data center r and launching the
respective program.1 If job i has deployed worker(s) (PS) in
data center r at t − 1, then any new instance of worker (PS)
of the job in r in t can copy the image from an existing one,
and we ignore deployment cost in this case.2 We also ignore
the cost for removing a worker (PS) from a data center, when
the number of workers (PS) in t is reduced from that in t−1.
Let constant U denote the upper bound of yir (t − 1) +
r
si (t − 1), and binary variable vir (t) indicate whether any
worker or the PS of job i is deployed in data center r in t.
We have U · vir (t) ≥ yir (t − 1) + sri (t − 1); vir (t) = 0 only if
the right-hand side (RHS) is zero, and vir (t) = 1, otherwise.
Using the Rectified Linear Unit [12] function, we let binary
variable zir (t) represent the deployment cost for job i in data
center r in t:

(1)

zir (t) = max{vir (t) − vir (t − 1), 0}.

i∈It r∈[R] r ′ ∈[R]

2) Resource costs for renting computing resources in the
data centers to run workers and PSs.
The data centers are owned by a common cloud provider
or different providers. Each data center provides K types
of resources (e.g., different types of virtual machines or
containers, storage, etc.). Each data center adopts a pricing
scheme F with volume discount, as follows:
Fkr (h)

=

(

ark · h
brk · h + erk

h ∈ [0, lkr ],
h > lkr .

(2)

Here Fkr (h) is the per-unit-time price function of data center
r for type-k resource, where h is the amount of type-k
resource rented. As shown in Fig. 3, lkr is the threshold of
type-k resource usage in data center r for applying volume
discount, decided by the respective cloud provider. akr and
brk are the price per unit of type-k resource in data center
r, respectively, and brk < ark : when the consumption of typek resource is smaller than lrk , akr is applied; otherwise, the
lower unit price brk is used, and erk = ark lkr − brk lkr . The price
function is a non-decreasing, concave piecewise function,
representing those volume-discount schemes in practice [8].
The overall computing resource cost in t is:
C2 (t) =

X X

r∈[R] k∈[K]

Fkr

X
i∈It

ni,k yir (t) + mi,k sri (t)



x

l kr

Fig. 3: Volume-discount based price function.

Cost Structure

C1 (t) =

without volume
discount

y

# of jobs
R
# of DCs
# of resource types
T
# of time slots
job i’s arrival time
It
job set in t
integer set {1, 2, ...X}
input data size in job i in t from DC r
processing capability of each worker of job i
amount of type-k resource required by job i’s worker
amount of type-k resource required by job i’s PS
# of allocated workers for job i in DC r at t
whether job i’s parameter server is placed in DC r at t
unit data transmission cost from r to r′
deployment cost for job i
whether job i’s worker(s) or PS is deployed in r in t
whether deployment cost occurs for job i in r at t
volume discount function of type-k resource in DC r
amount of training data in job i transferred
from r to r′ at t
parameter size exchanged between each worker
and the PS in job i per time slot
# of worker-PS connections in job i, from worker(s)
in DC r to the PS in DC r′ in t

(3)

3) Deployment costs for placing workers/PSs in data
centers where the respective jobs were not deployed in the
previous time slot. If there is no worker (PS) of job i running

(4)

The overall deployment cost for all jobs in t is:
C3 (t) =

X X

ci zir (t)

(5)

i∈It r∈[R]

4) Communication cost for transmitting model parameters between workers and PSs across data centers in each
′
training iteration. Let girr (t) denote the number of workerPS connections in job i, from worker(s) in data centers r to
the PS in data center r′ in t. There is one connection between
each worker and the PS in each job, which both pulls and
pushes traffic of parameters traverses. The overall communication cost for parameter exchange can be formulated as:
C4 (t) =

X X X

′

′

drr Bi girr (t)

(6)

i∈It r∈[R] r ′ ∈[R]

3.3

Cost Minimization Problem

1) Reformulation of piecewise function.
We can formulate the worker/PS placement problem
faced by the broker into an optimization program, with the
1. We suppose the ML model and training programs for both PS and
worker are copied to a new data center no matter when a new worker
or the PS is to be deployed there. A newly launched worker pulls latest
parameters from the PS, whose bandwidth cost is counted into cost 4);
a new PS copies the model parameters from its previous deployment.
2. We suppose PS migration only occurs when all workers have
pulled the latest parameters from it; hence, a new PS in a data center
can copy latest global model parameters from a worker already running
in the datacenter.
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objective of minimizing the sum of costs in (1)(3)(5)(6). We
note piecewise functions Fkr (h) in C3 in Eqn. (5) can be
reformulated as
Fkr
= min

n

X

ni,k yir (t)

+

i∈It

X

ark

ni,k yir (t)

+

i∈It

X

brk

ni,k yir (t)

+

i∈It

mi,k sri (t)




mi,k sri (t) ,


mi,k sri (t)

xrk (t)

+

xrk (t)

xrk (t) ≥ ark

o

xrk (t) ≥ brk

.

minimize

X

(ni,k yir (t) + mi,k sri (t)) − M · u1k,r (t),
∀r, k, t,
(8c)

X

′
girr (t)

r∈[R]

≥

′
sri (t)⌈

X

(ni,k yir (t) + mi,k sri (t)) − M · u1k,r (t), ∀r, k,

i∈It

(ni,k yir (t) + mi,k sri (t)) + erk − M · u2k,r (t), ∀r, k,
u1k,r (t) + u2k,r (t) = 1, ∀r, k,
u1k,r (t), u2k,r (t) ∈ {0, 1}.

Here M is a constant and is an upper bound of
P
P
|brk i∈It (ni,k yir (t) + mi,k sri (t)) + erk − ark i∈It (ni,k yir (t) +
r
1
mi,k si (t))|, ∀r ∈ [R], k ∈ [K], t ∈ [T ]. uk,r (t) and u2k,r (t)

are two new binary variables, one and only one of which
is 1 at any time. The minimum of the MILP occurs when
xrk (t) equals the minimum of the two segments
of the pieceP
P
wise function. Hence,
we
have
min r∈[R] k∈[K] xrk (t)=



P
P
P
r
r
min r∈[R] k∈[K] Fkr
.
i∈It ni,k yi (t) + mi,k si (t)
∗
C2 (t) denote the new form of the renting cost:
C2∗ (t) =

X X

Let

xrk (t)

r∈[R] k∈[K]

(8i)

P

(8j)

r̄∈[R]

Dir̄ (t)

Pi

⌉,∀i, r′ , t,

′

The broker’s cost minimization problem in all T time
slots can be formulated as follows: We assume that these
costs are in proportion to each other, while we can also
compute their weighted sum.

minimize

X

t∈[T]

C1 (t) + C∗2 (t) + C3 (t) + C4 (t)

(8k)

where ∀i, r, r′ , k, t denote ∀i ∈ It , r ∈ [R], r′ ∈ [R], k ∈
[K], t ∈ [T ]. Constraint (8a) guarantees that job i’s workers’ processing capability in data center r′ is sufficient for
processing all the job’s data received from all data centers.
(8b) ensures that all the data collected in data center r are
processed (by workers potentially in different data centers)
in each time slot. Constraints (8c), (8d) and (8e) are from
the reformulation of the piecewise price functions in (7).
Constraint (8f) ensures that there is one PS in each ML job.
(8g) and (8h) are based on discussions in formulating C3 (t)
and Eqn. (4). (8i) describes that the number of worker-PS
connections of job i from workers in r to PS placed in the
same or another data center equals the number of workers
in r. (8j) indicates that in each job i, the number of workerPS connections from workers in different data centers to
the PS placed in data center r′ is no smaller than the total
number of workers in t. We do not consider overall resource
capacity constraints in the DCs, as a cloud typically provides
sufficient resources for serving a large number of customers,
while the broker is only one.
Theorem 1. The cost minimization problem in (8) is an NP-hard
problem.

2) Cost minimization problem.

subject to:

(8g)
(8h)

′

vir (t), zir (t) ∈ {0, 1}, xrk (t), qirr (t) ≥ 0,∀i, r, r′ , k, t.

i∈It

P:

(8f)

yir (t), girr (t) ∈ {0, 1, 2, ...}, u1k,r (t), u2k,r (t), sri (t) ∈ {0, 1},

xrk (t) ≥ ark
xrk (t) ≥ brk

(8e)

girr (t) = yir (t),∀i, r, t,

′

X

(8b)

r ′ ∈[R]

r ′ ∈[R]

X

subject to:

′

qirr (t) = Dir (t),∀i, r, t,

r∈[R]
r
U · vi (t) ≥ yir (t) + sri (t),∀i, r, t,
zir (t) ≥ vir (t) − vir (t − 1),∀i, r, t,

(7)

r∈[R] k∈[K]

(8a)

r∈[R]

(ni,k yir (t) + mi,k sri (t)) + erk − M · u2k,r (t),
i∈It
∀r, k, t,
(8d)

Fkr (·).

xrk (t)

X

′

qirr (t),∀i, r′ , t,

u1k,r (t) + u2k,r (t) = 1,∀r, k, t,
X r
si (t) = 1,∀i, t,

Define an auxiliary variable
and let
=
Minimizing C2 (t) is equivalent to the following mixed integer
linear program (MILP):
X X

X

i∈It

erk

X

′

Pi yir (t) ≥



(8)

Proof. The switching cost functions in our problem are
discrete and non-convex, and can be higher-degree polynomials, collectively hard to optimize. Even in the offline
setting and even without the switching cost, our problem
is a more complex version of the “0-1 integer programming
problem (ILP)”. The 0-1 ILP, in which unknowns are binary,
and only the restrictions must be satisfied, is one of Karp’s
21 NP-complete problems [42]. As for (8), when we only
consider sri (t) and (8f) and let all other variables be zero,
the problem can be transferred to a special case, which is a
0-1 ILP. Therefore, the 0-1 ILP can be reduced in polynomial
time to our problem, and then our problem is an NP-hard
problem.
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3.4

Algorithmic Idea

In order to efficiently solve the cost minimization problem
in (8), we design a novel online algorithm mlBroker, leveraging the regularization and dependent rounding techniques, to
tackle the aforementioned difficulties. As shown in Fig. 4,
the basic idea of our online algorithm design is divided into
two steps.
• Step 1: In Sec. 4, we first relax the integrality constraints of (8k) in P to allow real solutions. Then
by leveraging the regularization technique [35], we
substitute the time-coherent deployment costs with
carefully-designed logarithmic forms. We transfer the
relaxed problem Pf into a more solvable problem
P̃f , which can be easily decoupled into a series
of time-independent convex subproblems {P̃f t , ∀t},
based on the previous and current system information.
Af ractional computes the optimal fractional solution for
each {P̃f t , ∀t}, utilizing the interior point method.
• Step 2: In Sec. 5, by taking the integral constraints
into consideration, we round the fractional solutions
of {y(t), s(t), g(t), v(t), u(t)} generated by {P̃f t , ∀t} back
into integral ones with a feasible dependent rounding
P
algorithm Around . Note that t OP T (P̃f t ) = OP T (P̃f ).
Af ractional (Pf ) is the the overall cost in (9) generated
by Af ractional , and mlBroker(P ) is the the overall
cost in (8) generated by our complete online algorithm
mlBroker. Finally, the competitive ratio of our complete algorithm mlBroker is r1 r2 .
!"#!""
P

relax

!"#!"$ "
Pf

dual

!"#!$ % "
Df

regularize
map

Pf

degrade

KKT analysis

1
!
P
(Pf)
r1 "#$%&'()$*
1
mlBroker(P)
E(P)
r1r2

decouple
Pft , t

round

interior
method

!"# , t

"

%!#

"

!"#! "!$% !

%!#

!"#!"$% "

probability
analysis

Fig. 4: Basic idea of our online algorithm mlBroker and main
route of our performance analysis.
In the following, we will discuss our complete online
algorithm mlBroker in details, consisting of an one-shot
regularization-based fractional algorithm Af ractional (see
Sec. 4) and a dependent rounding algorithm Around (see
Sec. 5).

4

A N O NLINE F RACTIONAL A LGORITHM

4.1

Decomposing to One-shot Problems

The offline cost minimization problem (8) is an MILP. Even
the complete system information in the whole life span [T ]
is known, solving such an MILP is non-trivial and NP-hard
[43], (see Theorem 1). Toward the design of an efficient
online algorithm, we first relax the integrality constraints
in (8k). Let Pf denote the relaxed LP:
Pf :

minimize

X

t∈[T]

subject to:

C1 (t) + C∗2 (t) + C3 (t) + C4 (t)



(9)

(8a)−(8j), ∀t
′

yir (t), girr (t),u1k,r (t), u2k,r (t), sri (t), vir (t), zir (t),
′

xrk (t), qirr (t) ≥ 0, ∀i, r, r′ , k, t.

(9k)

The main difficulty in solving (9) in an online manner lies
in constraint (8h) (related to deployment cost C3 (t)) which
couples every two consecutive time slots. The job placement
decisions made at one time slot influence the deployment
cost in the next time slot. Without knowing future input (i.e.,
data volume and geo-distribution), we seek to guarantee
that the total cost of our online algorithm over the whole
time span does not exceed a small number times that of the
offline optimal algorithm which knows all input in [T ] a
priori, i.e., a bounded competitive ratio.
To design the online algorithm, we utilize the regularization method [35], which is achieved by adding a
smooth convex function to a given objective function and
then greedily solving the new online problem, in order to
obtain good competitive bound and stable performance.
We then decompose (9) into sub problems, independently
solvable one at a time. We remove constraint (8h) and
the non-negativity constraint zir (t) ≥ 0, and rewrite C3 (t)
P
P
as r∈[R] i∈It ci max{vir (t) − vir (t − 1), 0} in the objective.
This objective term is non-convex; we further substitute
max{vir (t)−vir (t−1), 0} with a carefully-designed regularized
convex function. The non-convex term can be approximately
interpreted as the L1 -distance, as the non-negative change
between the two variables vir (t) and vir (t − 1). The relative entropy function is known as an efficient regularizer for L1 − distance in online learning literature [35]:
vir (t)
vir (t) ln vr (t−1)
+ vir (t − 1) − vir (t).
i
In order to ensure the feasibility when vir (t − 1) = 0,
we add a small constant term ǫ on both the denominator
and the nominator of the fraction within the ln operator.
Moreover, we define a factor σ = ln(1 + 1ǫ ) and multiply
the improved relative entropy function by σ1 , in order to
scale down the deployment cost, since we add the constant
term ǫ. The regularization function is strictly increasing with
vir (t), convex, and differentiable.
Then, C3 (t) is reformulated as follows:
C3 (t) =

X X ci

v r (t) + ǫ
(vir (t)+ǫ) ln r i
+vir (t−1)−vir (t)
σ
v
(t
−
1)
+
ǫ
i
i∈I
t

r∈[R]

With the above trade off between movement cost and
relative entropy plus a linear term, the coupling between
time slot t − 1 and t in the contraints can be removed;
the resulting new relaxed offline problem Pef can be readily
P
decomposed into a series of sub-problems Pef = t∈[T ] Pef t ,
each to be solved in a single time slot. The sub problem,
Pef t , to be solved in time slot t, is as follows, where values
of the previous decisions, vir (t − 1)’s, are given as inputs:
minimize C1 (t) + C2∗ (t) + C4 (t)
X X ci
v r (t) + ǫ
+
((vir (t) + ǫ) ln r i
− vir (t))
σ
v
(t
−
1)
+
ǫ
i
i∈I
t

r∈[R]

subject to:
(8a) − (8g), (8i), (8j), (9k), without ∀t ∈ [T ]

(10)
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Note that in the objective, we further omit the plus term
vir (t − 1) in the part corresponding to C3 (t), which does
not affect the optimal solutions of vir (t)’s derived by solving
Pef t .

4.2

Competitive Ratio Analysis

θkr (t)
Pi αir (t)

−

Algorithm 1 An Online Regularization-Based Fractional
Algorithm Af ractional

Theorem 2. The online fractional algorithm Af ractinoal produces a feasible solution of Pf in polynomial time.

Proof. The main body in mlBroker is using the interior
point method [35] to solve Pef t in (10), which is a method
to solve convex problem in polynomial time, thus Theorem
2 holds.

Theorem 3. The competitive ratio of Af ractinoal is r1 = 2+(1+
ǫ) ln(1 + 1ǫ ), which is an upper-bound of the ratio of the overall
cost in (9) generated by Af ractional to the cost produced by the
offline optimal solution of Pf .

′

Proof. We formulate the dual of the relax LP. Let αir (t), βir (t),
′
θkr (t), ρrk (t), ξkr (t), γi (t), φri (t), µri (t), ψir (t) and ηir (t) denote
the Lagrangian dual variables associated with (8a) - (8j),
respectively. Then the dual program Df of Pf is as follows:
maximize
X X X
t∈[T ]

i∈[I] r∈[R]

subject to:

Dir (t)βir (t) +

X X

k∈[K] r∈[R]

erk ρrk (t) +

X

i∈[I]

γi (t)



(11)

(11a)
ψir (t)

∀i, r,k, t,
−ark mi,k θkr (t) − brk mi,k ρrk (t) + γi (t) − φri (t)
P
r
r∈[R] Di (t)
−⌈
⌉ηir (t) ≤ 0,∀i, r, k, t,
Pi
U φri (t)

Each subproblem P̃f t is a convex program; we can use
many mature algorithms to solve it in polynomial time,
such as interior point methods [35]. Our online fractional
algorithm Af ractional is presented in Alg. 1, which produces
fractional solution (x(t), q(t), ỹ(t), s̃(t), g̃(t), ṽ(t), ũ1 (t),
ũ2 (t)) by solving Pef t at each time slot t, with the knowledge
of previous and current system information.

≤ 1,∀r, k, t,

′
′
−αir (t) + βir (t) ≤ drr ,∀i, r, r′ , t,
r
r
r
r
ak ni,k θk (t) − bk ni,k ρk (t) − φri (t) −

′

Input: R, K, ǫ, {ti , Pi , {ni,k , mi,k }k∈[K] , Bi }∀i∈[I] , d, c, F
Output: q(t), x(t), s̃(t), ṽ(t), ỹ(t), g̃(t), ũ1 (t), ũ2 (t)
′
1: Initialization: xrk (t) = 0, yir (t) = 0, sri (t) = 0, qirr (t) =
′
0, girr (t) = 0, vir (t) = 0, u1k,r (t) = 0, u2k,r (t) = 0 ∀i ∈
[I], r, r′ ∈ [R], t ∈ [T ];
2: for t ∈ [T ] do
3:
Observe values of Dir (t), vir (t − 1), ∀i ∈ It , r ∈ [R];
4:
Use the interior point method to solve P̃f t in (10);
5:
return the fractional solutions x(t), q(t), ỹ(t), s̃(t),
g̃(t), ṽ(t), ũ1 (t), ũ2 (t)
6: end for

+

ρrk (t)

(11b)
≤ 0,
(11c)

(11d)

′

ψir (t) + ηir (t) ≤ drr Bi ,∀i, r, r′ , t,
− µri (t) + µri (t + 1)+ ≤ 0,∀i, r, t,
µri (t) ≤ ci ,∀i, r, t,
M θkr (t) + ξkr (t) ≤ 0,∀r, k, t,
M ρrk (t) + ξkr (t) ≤ 0,∀r, k, t,

(11e)
(11f)
(11g)
(11h)
(11i)

′

αir (t), θkr (t), ρrk (t), φrk (t), µrk (t), ηir (t) ≥ 0, ∀i, r, r′ , k, t.

(11j)

Let Pf∗ and Df∗ denote the optimum of Pf and Df
respectively. We use Pf and Df to denote the objective value
of a feasible solution of Pf and Df , respectively. Note we
already have Df ≤ Df∗ = Pf∗ due to the strong duality. Pf
can be obtained by ORF A. If we can further find a feasible
dual solution of (11) and prove Pf ≤ r1 Df for a certain
constant r1 , then this r1 is the competitive ratio.
Therefore, the key point is to find a feasible dual solution
of (11). Our goal is to assign values of a set of dual variables within the feasible region defined by the constraints.
Now, we define D̃f as the dual problem of the regularized
′
′
problem P̃f . Let τkr (t), νir (t), ϕri (t), πirr (t), ςirr (t), ιrk (t), κri (t),
1
2
δk,r (t), δk,r (t) denote dual variables associated with xrk (t),
′
′
yir (t), sri (t), qirr (t), girr (t), vir (t), u1k,r (t), u2k,r (t). We write
the following Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions that
e t in Table. 2,
characterize the optimal solution of Pet and D
where ∀i, r, k, t mean ∀i ∈ [I], r ∈ [R], k ∈ [K], t ∈ [T ],
respectively.
Following from the KKT conditions (K1)-(K19), a feasible
solution of the regularized dual problem can be derived as
r′
r
r
r′
r
fr
er
f
follows: αf
i (t) = αi (t), βi (t) = βi (t), θk (t) = θk (t), ρk (t) =
fr (t) = ψir (t), ηer (t) = ηir (t),
fr (t) = φri (t), ψ
ρrk (t), γei (t) = γi (t), φ
i
i
i
c
r′
f
1+σ
r′
r
i
fi (t) =
ξi (t) = ξi (t) and µ
ln
.
In
order
to verify
r
σ
f
vi (t−1)

that it satisfies the constraints (11a)-(11i), we take (11g) as
an example. We rewrite the left-hand side, then we have the
following:

fr (t)
fri (t) + µ
fri (t + 1) + U φ
−µ
i
1+σ
1+σ
ci
ci
fr (t)
+ ln r
+ Uφ
= − ln r
i
σ
σ
vei (t − 1)
vei (t)
ver (t) + ǫ
ci
fr (t) ≤ 0,
+ Uφ
= ln r i
i
σ
vei (t − 1) + ǫ

which indicates (11g) is feasible. All the rest constraints can
be proved feasible analogously.
Step 1: We bound the static costs, i.e.,
C2∗ (t) + C4 (t):
X

t∈[T ]

C1 (t) + C2∗ (t) + C4 (t)

P

t∈[T ]

C1 (t) +

(12)
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TABLE 2: K.K.T Optimality Conditions
1 − θkr (t) − ρrk (t) − τkr (t) = 0, ∀i, r, k
Pi αri (t) − ark ni,k θkr (t) − brk ni,k ρrk (t) − φri (t)
′
−ψir (t) + νir (t) = 0, ∀i, r, k
r
r
−akPmi,k θk (t) − brk mi,k ρrk (t) + γi (t) − φri (t)
Dir (t)

r∈[R]

=
=

(K2)

+ ϕri (t) = 0, ∀i, r, k
−⌈
Pi
′
r
r
−αi (t) + βi (t)
+ πirr (t) = 0, ∀i, r, r′
′
′
r
r
rr
rr
ηi (t) + ψi (t) − d Bi + ςi (t) = 0, ∀i, r, r′
r
r
r
−µi (t) + µi (t + 1) + U φi (t) + ιrk (t) = 0, ∀r, k
1 (t) = 0
M θkr (t) + ξkr (t) + δk,r
r
r
2 =0
M ρk (t) + ξk (t) + δk,r
P
′
′
′
r
r
αi (t)(Pi yi (t) − r∈[R] qirr (t)) = 0, ∀i, r, r′
P
′
r
rr
r
βi (t)( r′ ∈[R] qi (t) − Di (t)) = 0, ∀i, r, r′

P
θkr (t)ark i∈[It ] ni,k yir (t) + mi,k sri (t)
−θkr (t)xrk (t) − θkr (t)M u1k,r = 0, ∀r, k

P
ρrk (t)brk i∈[It ] ni,k yir (t) + mi,k sri (t)
+ρrk (t)erk − ρrk (t)xrk (t) − ρrk (t)M u2k,r = 0, ∀r, k
P
γi (t)( r∈[R] sri (t) − 1) = 0, ∀i
t
ξk,r (1 − u1r,k − u2k,r (t))
φri (t)(U · vir (t) − yir (t) − sri (t)) = 0, ∀i, r
P
′
ψir (t)( r′ ∈[R] girr (t) − yir (t)) = 0, ∀i, r, r′
P
P
Dir (t)
′
′
′
⌉) = 0, ∀i, r, r′
ηir (t)( r∈[R] girr (t) − sri (t)⌈ r∈[R]
Pi
r
r
yi (t)νi (t) = 0, ∀i, r
′
′
girr (t)ςirr (t) = 0, ∀i, r, r′
′
′
rr
rr
qi (t)πi (t) = 0, ∀i, r, r′
sri (t)ϕri (t) = 0, ∀i, r
xrk (t)τkr (t) = 0, ∀i, r
′
′
1 (t), η r (t)
τkr (t), νir (t), ϕri (t), πirr (t), ςirr (t), ιrk (t), δk,r
i
2
r
r
r
r
r
r
δk,r (t), κi (t), αi (t), θk (t), ρk (t), µi (t), φi (t) ≥ 0, ∀i, r, r′ , k

=

X X X

t∈[T ]

+

′

X

′

i∈[I] r∈[R] r ′ ∈[R]

X X

X

′

drr Bi girr (t)

xrk (t)



(12a)

i∈[I] r∈[R] r ′ ∈[R]

≤

X X X

t∈[T ]

X

(brk

X X

X

(ni,k yir (t) + mi,k sri (t)) + erk )(θkr (t) + ρrk (t))

i∈It

r∈[R] k∈[K]

+

′

(βir (t) − αri (t))qirr (t)

i∈[I] r∈[R] r ′ ∈[R]

X

+

X

X

′

(ηir (t) + φri (t))girr (t)



≤

t∈[T ]

+

Dir (t)βir (t)

X X

(Pi αri (t) +

X

X

Pi
γi (t))⌈
Dir (t)

P

r∈[R]

Dir (t)

Pi

⌉

erk ρrk (t) + Pir (t)αri (t) + γi (t) + erk θkr (t)



(12c)

r∈[R] k∈[K]

≤2

X X X

t∈[T ]

Dir (t)βir (t) +

i∈[I] r∈[R]

X

i∈[I]

γi (t) +

X

X

erk ρrk (t)



r∈[R] k∈[K]

(12d)
= 2D.

(12a) holds due to the definition of these costs. (12b) follows
from (K1), (K4), (K5), (K12) and (K20). (12c) follows from (K1),
(K2), (K3), (K10) and (K17). (12d) follows from K · R ≤ I and
some basic reformulations.
Step 2: We then bound the reconfiguration cost, C3 :
X

t∈[T ]

C3 (t)

(13b)

X X X

σ(vir (t) + ǫ)

X X X

σ(vir (t) + ǫ)(−U φri (t))

v r (t) + ǫ
cri
ln r i
σ
vi (t − 1) + ǫ

(13c)
(13d)

t∈[T ] i∈It r∈[R]

≤σ(1 + ǫ)

X X X

Dir (t)βir (t)

(13e)

t∈[T ] i∈It r∈[R]

≤(1 + ǫ) ln(1 +

1
)D.
ǫ

(13f)

(13a) and (13b) holds due to the definition of reconfiguration. (13c) holds due to the fact a − b ≤ aln ab , ∀a, b > 0. (13d)
follows from (K6) and (13e) is supported by (K4) and the fact
that −U φri (t) ≤ 0 ≤ αir (t) ≤ βir (t) ≤ Dir (t)βir (t). (13f) holds
P
P
P
since σ = ln(1 + σ1 ) and t∈[T ] i∈[I] r∈[R] Dir (t)βir (t) ≤ D,
which is intuitively less than D. According to Steps 1 and 2,
Theorem 3 holds.

5

A R ANDOMIZED D EPENDENT R OUNDING A LGO -

RITHM

The algorithm Af ractional computes fractional solutions
for the relaxed primal program. However, the number of
workers and parameter servers should be integers, so do
the number of communication links and binary states that
indicate whether migration occurs and which segment to
choose in the volume discount piecewise function. We need
to round the fractional solutions ỹ(t), s̃(t), g̃(t), ṽ(t), ũ1 (t),
ũ2 (t) into integer solutions to satisfy constraint (8k), as well
as other constraints where they appear. Due to those coupling constraints, the variables are dependent on each other,
and the traditional independent rounding scheme, by which
each variable is rounded up or down independently, does
not apply (which may well lead to constraint violation). We
therefore design a novel randomized dependent rounding
algorithm to explore the inherent dependence among the
variables.
5.1

Dir (t)αri (t)

i∈[I] r∈[R]

i∈[I] r∈[R]

+

−

i∈[I] r∈[R]

X X

cri (vir (t) − vir (t − 1))

(12b)

i∈[I] r∈[R] r ′ ∈[R]

X X X

≤

(K10)

(K17)
(K18)
(K19)
(K20)
(K21)
(K22)

X X X

t∈[T ] i∈It r∈[R]

(K9)

r∈[R] k∈[K]

′

X

X

drr qirr (t) +

≤

(K4)
(K5)
(K6)
(K7)
(K8)

(K12)
(K13)
(k14)
(K15)
(K16)

(13a)

t∈[T ] i∈It r∈[R]

(K3)

(K11)

cri zir (t)

t∈[T ] i∈It r∈[R]

(K1)

⌉ηir (t)
′
− drr

X X X

(13)

Algorithm Design

Our algorithm consists of three steps: first, we round ỹ
according to constraints (8a), (8c) and (8d); next, we round
s̃ into {0, 1} according to constraints (8f); then, given the
rounded values of y and s, we minimize (10) to derive the
integer solutions of ū1 , ū2 , ḡ , v̄ and the real-valued solutions
of q and x under constraints (8a)-(8e), (8g), (8i)–(8k). The
algorithm, Around , is given in Alg. 2.
Step 1: The key idea of rounding ỹ is to compensate the
round-down variables
P with the round-up
P ones to ensure
that the values of i∈[It ] ni,k yir (t) and r∈[R] Pi yir (t) remain similar as before rounding, in order to ensure constraints P
(8a)–(8d) can still bePsatisfied. We first round ỹ to
ensure i∈[It ] ni,k yir (t) or r∈[R] Pi yir (t) remains similar
as before, respectively (lines 1-3 and line 4, Alg. 2); then
for each ỹir (t), we pick the largest value among its K + 1
rounded values, and use that as the integer solution ȳir (t)
(line 5, Alg. 2).
In Round1 y , we use {ni,k }∀i∈[It ] as the input value of
argument ω and we maintain a set of jobs for each data
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Algorithm 2 The Dependent Rounding Algorithm in t,
Around

Algorithm 3 Randomized Algorithm for Rounding ỹ in t,
Round1 y

Input: ỹ(t), s̃(t), D, {ti , Pi , {ni,k , mi,k }k∈[K] , Bi }∀i∈[I]
Output: s̄(t), ū1 (t), ū2 (t), ȳ(t), v̄(t), ḡ(t), q(t), x(t)
1: for each resource k ∈ [K] do

2:
ȳk1 (t)= Round1 y ỹ(t), nk ;
3: end for

4: ȳ 2 (t)= Round2 y ỹ(t) ;
1r
5: Set ȳir (t) = max{{ȳki
(t)}∀k∈[K] , ȳi2r (t)}, ∀i ∈ It , r ∈ [R];
6: for i ∈ It do
7:
Select ri ∈ [R] randomly using s̃ri (t), ∀r ∈ [R], as the
probability distribution;
8:
Set s̄ri i (t) = 1; Set s̄ri (t) = 0 for all r 6= ri ;
9: end for
10: Compute ū1 (t), ū2 (t), v̄(t), ḡ(t), q(t), x(t) which minimizes Prt under constraints (8a)-(8e), (8g), (8i)–(8k), and
the rounded solutions of ȳ(t) and s̄(t);
11: return ȳ , s̄, u¯1 , u¯2 , v̄ , ḡ , q , x

Input: ỹ(t), ω
Output: ȳ(t)
1: for each r ∈ [R] do
2:
Set YRr (t) = ∅;
3:
for i ∈ It do
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

center r, YRr (t) , {i|yir (t) ∈
/ Z, i ∈ It }, which contains all
jobs whose number of workers deployed in data center r
in t is not an integer (lines 2-7, Alg. 3). A probability pi (t)
is associated with each job in this set, initialized to be the
fractional part of ỹir (t), i.e., ỹir (t) − ⌊ỹir (t)⌋. We repeatedly
randomly pick two jobs from the set, and compute two
weights Ψ1 and Ψ2 for the two jobs according to their
corresponding pi (t) and ωi values (lines 9-11). Then we use
probabilities decided by Ψ1 and Ψ2 to update pi (t)’s for the
two jobs (lines 12-15). After this, if a job i’s pi (t) becomes an
integer (0 or 1), we round ỹir (t) up if pi (t) is 1 and down if
pi (t) equals 0, and remove the job from set YRr (t) (lines 1621). When there is a single job left in the set, we just round
its ỹir (t) up (lines 23-25).
With carefully designed update rules, pi (t)’s are always
within [0, 1] and will eventually become 0 or 1 (i.e., the while
ω
loop will terminate). For example, if 1 − pi1 (t) ≤ ωii2 pi2 (t),
1
then Ψ1 = 1 − pi1 (t) and pi1 (t) = pi1 (t) + 1 − pi1 (t) = 1,
i.e., pi1 (t) becomes 1 and YRr (t) = YRr (t) − 1. Meanwhile,
ω
ω
pi2 (t) ≥ ωii1 Ψ1 , so 0 ≤ pi2 (t) = pi2 (t) − ωii2 Ψi1 (t) ≤ 1, i.e.,
1
2
pi2 (t) is still within [0, 1]. In Alg. 3, line 13 and line 15 are
executed randomly; if one between pi1 (t) and pi2 (t) goes
up, the other must go down, and the sum of ωi1 ,r ỹir1 (t) +
ωi2 ,r ỹir2 (t) remains the same (proved in Lemma 1).
Round2 y is almost the same with Round1 y (hence
omitted due to space limit), except for the following: (i)
We maintain a set of data centers for each job i, YRi (t) ,
{r|yir (t) ∈
/ Z, r ∈ [R]}, which contains all data centers
in which the number of job i’s workers deployed in t is
not an integer. YRr (t) in Alg. 3 is replaced with YRi (t) and
we exchange line 1 with line 3. (ii) We just input all fractional solutions ỹ(t) to Round2 y , since Pi is the same for
rP∈ [R] when considering job i. In Round2 y , we can ensure
r
r∈R Pi yi (t) remains at similar values after rounding.
We round worker number of the last remaining job in
set YRr (t) (YRi (t)) up in Round1 y (Round2 y ) and set ȳir (t)
to be the largest among the K + 1 rounded values of ỹir (t)
(in Around ), in order to ensure deploying sufficient workers
to process the datasets at each time t (i.e., feasibility of
constraints (8a)(8b)).

if yir (t) 6= ⌊yir (t)⌋ then
YRr (t) = YRr (t) ∪ {i}, pi (t) , ỹir (t) − ⌊ỹir (t)⌋;
end if
end for
while |YRr (t)| > 1 do
Randomly select two jobs i1 , i2 from YRr (t);
ω
Define Ψ1 , min{1 − pi1 (t), ωii2 pi2 (t)};
Define Ψ2 , min{pi1 (t),

ω i2
ω i1

1

(1 − pi2 (t))};

2
, set
With probability Ψ1Ψ+Ψ
2
pi1 (t) = pi1 (t) + Ψ1 , pi2 (t) = pi2 (t) −

ω i1
ω i2

Ψ1 ;

1
With probability Ψ1Ψ+Ψ
, set
2
ω
pi1 (t) = pi1 (t) − Ψ2 , pi2 (t) = pi2 (t) + ωii1 Ψ2 ;
2
if pi1 (t) = 0 or pi1 (t) = 1 then
r
r
r
Set ȳi (t) = pi1 (t) + ⌊ỹi (t)⌋, YR (t) = YRr (t) \ {i1 };
end if
if pi2 (t) = 0 or pi2 (t) = 1 then
Set ȳir (t) = pi2 (t) + ⌊ỹir (t)⌋, YRr (t) = YRr (t) \ {i2 };
end if
end while
if |YRr (t)| = 1 then
Set ȳir (t) = ⌈ỹir (t)⌉ for the only i ∈ YRr (t);
end if

16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26: end for
27: return ȳ(t)

P

Step 2: Since i∈[R] s̃ri = 1 (constraint (8f)), we use s̃ri , ∀r ∈
[R] as a probability distribution, and select one ri ∈ [R]
accordingly. We set s̄ri i (t) = 1 and s̄ri (t) = 0 if r 6= ri (lines
6-9), for each job i ∈ It .
Step 3: Given the rounded values of y and s, we compute
values of the other integer and real variables as follows (line
10), to minimize Prt (Prt is almost the same with (10) except
that the values of y(t) and s(t) are known).
– We compute real-valued q(t) by minimizing C1 (t)
under constraints (8a) and (8b), which is a linear program.
– We compute real-valued x(t) and integers
ũ1 (t), ũ2 (t)
under constraints (8c)-(8e), to minimize
P
P
r
r
C2∗ (t) =
r∈[R]
k∈[K] xk (t). The minimal xk (t) is

P
P
min{ark i∈It (ni,k yir (t) + mi,k sri (t)), brk i∈It (ni,k yir (t) +
P
r
r
1
2
mi,k si (t))+ek }; uk,r (t) = 1, uk,r (t) = 0, if ark i∈It (ni,k yir (t)+
P
mi,k sri (t)) > brk i∈It (ni,k yir (t) + mi,k sri (t)) + erk , and
u1k,r (t) = 0, u2k,r (t) = 1, otherwise.

– v̄(t) is decided as the smallest binary values satisfying
constraint (8g), to minimize the regularization function in
(10).
′
– Integers ḡ are computed according to girr (t) = yir (t) ×
r′
si (t), which satisfy constraints (8i) and (8j).
5.2

Integrality Gap Analysis

Next we first prove the rationality of the obtained integer
solutions, and then prove the performance ratio of our
online algorithm mlBroker.
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Lemma 1. The solution of (ȳ , s̄, u¯1 , u¯2 , v̄ , ḡ , q, x) is feasible to
problem (8).
Proof. As ỹ(t) exists, ȳ(t) always exists since it is a feasible solution of executing Round1 y and Round2 y . During each iteration in Round1 y (Alg. 3), no matter how
r
line 13 and line 15 are executed, the sum of ωi1 ,r yf
i1 (t) +
r
f
ωi2 ,r yi2 (t) maintains the same. For example, in the case
r
r
f
of Line 13, we have ωi1 ,r (yf
i1 (t) + Ψ1 ) + ωi2 ,r (yi2 (t) −
ωi1 ,r
r
r
f
f
Ψ1 ) = ωi1 ,r yi1 (t) + ωi2 ,r yi2 (t), which means that we
ωi2 ,r
P
P
r
r
have
i,r yei (t) after the
i∈It \YRr (t) ωi,r ȳi (t) =
i∈It \YRr (t) ω
P
loop of Lines 8-22. We can also get
ω ȳ r (t) =
Pi∈It i,r ir
P
P
r
r
e
i∈It ωi,r yi (t) afi∈It \YRr (t) ωi,r ȳi (t) +
i∈YRr (t) ωi,r ȳi (t) ≥
ter executing Lines 23-25. In Round2 y , we can similarly get
P
P
r1
r2
r1
r2
f
f
r∈[R] (yi (t) + yi (t)) ≥
r∈[R] (ȳi (t) + ȳi (t)).
r
Since all the round-down yi (t) can be compensated with
round-up ones,Pthe total processing capacity of all workers
r
of job i in t,
r∈[R] Pi yi (t), is still no smaller than the
total amount of data to be processed in t to guarantee
the feasible of constraint (8a) and (8b). Therefore, feasible
′
values of qirr (t)’s satisfying constraints (8a) and (8b) can
be found. Also, since s̃(t) exists, s̄(t) always exits since it
is a feasible solution of executing Alg. 2. We then calculate
the rest of variables according to ỹ(t) and s̃(t). Given the
value of ȳ(t) and s̄(t), the minimum of the two segments
in piecewise functions is determined. For example, if the
value of the first segment is smaller than the second one
for specific k, r and t, then we set ū1k,r (t) = 0, ū2k,r (t) = 1
P
and xrk (t) = ark i∈It (ni,k yir (t) + mi,k sri (t)), and the constraints (8b)-(8d) are satisfied. The solution of v̄(t) can be
determined with the value of ȳ(t) and s̄(t). Since the value
′
′
′
of girr (t) can be determined by girr (t) = yir (t) ∗ sri (t),
the constraints (8i) and (8j) are satisfied. Therefore, all the
constraints remain feasible for each time slot T . The lemma
is proved.
We next give the approximation ratio of Around , an
upper bound of the ratio of the objective value of Pf in t
computed by solutions produced by Around to the objective value of Pf in t computed by solutions returned by
Af ractional (i.e., we use solutions derived by solving Pef t to
compute values of the original objective function in Pf ).
Theorem 4. The approximation ratio of Around is r2 = ̺1 +
̺2 + ̺3 + ̺4 , where
̺1 =

max

′

r ′ ∈[R],r∈[R]

̺2 = min{

(1 + λ)drr ,
max

ark ((1

+ λ)ni,k +

Pi
(brk + erk )((1 + λ)ni,k +

t∈[T ],i∈It ,r∈[R],k∈[K]

max

mi,k
)
̟it

Pi
(2 + λ)ci
Bi
, ̺4 = (1 + λ) max
.
i∈[I] Pi
Pi ̟it

t∈[T ],i∈It ,r∈[R],k∈[K]

̺3 =

max

t∈[T ],i∈It ,

where λ = maxt∈[T ],i∈It λit , λit =
and ̟it = ⌈

P

mi,k
)
̟it

r
r∈[R] Di (t)

Pi

Pi (|R|+1)
, ∀t
minr∈[R] Dir (t)

(P1) Marginal Distribution Property. The probability pi,r (t)
of each element i ∈ YRr (t) satisfies Pr[p̄i,r (t) = 1] =
pi,r (t), ∀r ∈ [R], t ∈ [T ].
(P2) Weight Preservation Property. The rounded probability p̄i,r (t) and the corresponding weight ωi of each element
P
i ∈ YRr (t), ∀r ∈ [R], t ∈ [T ] satisfy
i∈YRr (t) ωi pi,r (t) =
P
ω
p̄
(t)
,
ω
=
P
for
constraint
(8a)
and ωi = ni,k
r
ir
i,r
i
i
i∈YR (t)
for constraint (8c).
P
r
The connection between the values of
r∈[R] Pi yi (t)
r
before and after rounding ỹi (t)’s, are given as follows. For
ȳir (t) and ybir (t), ∀i ∈ It , r ∈ [R], t ∈ [T ], produced by
invoking Around and Round2 y respectively, with ỹ(t) as
arguments, we have
X

r∈[R]

r∈[R]

X

=

r∈[R]\YRi (t)

X

≤

i (t)

r∈[R]\YR

X

+

r∈[R]

≤

X

r∈[R]

=

X

r∈[R]

=

X

r∈[R]

≤

X

r∈[R]

Proof. We need to mention two important properties
achieved by the Round y here, which will be utilized in
the approximation ratio analysis. Let p̄i,r (t) ∈ {0, 1} be
a binary random variable indicating the rounded value of
pi,r (t) produced by Roundy .

X

r∈YRi (t)

Pi yeir (t) +

X

r∈[R]

X

Pi ybir (t) +

X

Pi

r∈[R]

Pi ⌊yeir (t)⌋
Pi

r∈[R]

r∈[R]

Pi yeir (t) + λit min Dir (t)
r∈[R]

Pi yeir (t) + λit min

r∈[R]

X

′

qirr (t)

r ′ ∈[R]

Pi yeir (t) + λit Pi yeir (t)

X

r∈[R]

Pi yeir (t)

(14)

i (|R|+1)
where λ = maxt∈[T ],i∈It λit , and λit = minPr∈[R]
, ∀t ∈
Dir (t)
[T ], i ∈ It . When substituting Pi with ni,r through the
P
same derivation process, we can get i∈It ni,r ȳir (t) ≤ (1 +
P
λ) i∈It ni,r yeir (t).
We bound all the costs, which are computed by the
final integral solution (s̄, M̄ , ȳ , v̄ , ḡ ), based on the above
properties. Let Pe (mlBroker) denote the objective value of
(10) by its fractional solution. Let E[C1 ], E[C2 ], E[C3 ] and
E[C4 ] denote the expectation of four types of cost with
integral solutions respectively.

X X X X

′

′

rr
drr
i qi (t)

(15)

t∈[T ] i∈[I] r∈[R] r ′ ∈[R]

≤

⌉, ∀t ∈ [T ], i ∈ It .

+

Pi (ybir (t) + 1)

Pi yeir (t) + max Pi (|R| + 1)

≤(1 + λ)

,

∈ [T ], i ∈ It ,

Pi ybir (t)

Pi ⌈pg
i,r (t)⌉ +

E[C1 ] =

},

X

Pi ȳir (t) ≤

X X X

′

t∈[T ] i∈[I] r ′ ∈[R]

≤(1 + λ)

X X X

t∈[T ] r ′ ∈[R] i∈It

≤̺1

X X X

t∈[T ]

r ′ ∈[R]

′

r
max drr
i Pi ȳi (t)

(15a)

r∈[R]

i∈It

f
r
max drr
i Pi yi (t)
′

′

r∈[R]

r′
Pi yf
i (t)

(15b)
(15c)

′

where ̺1 = maxr∈[R],r′ ∈[R],i∈[I] (1 + λ)drr
i . (15a) holds due to
constraint (8a) and (15b) follows from (14).
E(C2 )
X X X r X

=E
Fk
ni,k ȳir (t) + mi,k s̄ri (t)
t∈[T ] r∈[R] k∈[K]

i∈It

(16)

=

X X X

Fkr

X X X

Fkr

X
i∈It

t∈[T ] r∈[R] k∈[K]

≤ min{

(E[ni,k ȳir (t)]

+

mi,k E[s̄ri (t)])

i∈It

t∈[T ] r∈[R] k∈[K]

≤

X

X X X X



+ λ)ni,k +

mi,k
)
wi

Pi

t∈[T ] r∈[R] k∈[K] i∈It

Pi

t∈[T ] r∈[R] k∈[K] i∈It

Lemma 2. The running time of Round1 y and Round2 y is
O(It R).

(16b)

Pi yeir (t)}

(16c)

(16d)

m

i,k
ar
k ((1+λ)ni,k + wi )
Pi
mi,k
r
)
(br
k +ek )((1+λ)ni,k + w

where ̺2 = min{maxt∈[T ],r∈[R],k∈[K],i∈It
wi

=

Dir (t)

r∈[R]

⌈

Pi

and

}

i

Pi

⌉. (16a) follows from the property

of expectation. (16b) follows from (14) and the
definition of the probabilityof s̄ri (t). (16c) holds since

P
P
r
Fkr
(t)+mi,k sri (t) =min{ark  i∈It (ni,k yir (t) +
i∈It ni,k yiP
mi,k sri (t)),
brk i∈It ni,k yir (t)+mi,k sri (t)
+ erk }
and
yir (t)
r
P
si (t) ≤
.
We
assume
that
for
each
time
r
r∈[R] D (t)
i

⌈

Pi

⌉

slot t, there always exits a job placing its worker or PS in the
rth data center, which is feasible ifPthe number of jobs is very
large per time slot, thus erk ≤ erk ( i∈It ni,k yir (t) + mi,k sri (t)).
The reason for (16d) is the same for (15c).
E[C3 ] = E

hX X X

ci z̄ir (t)

t∈[T ] r∈[R] i∈It

=E

X X X
t∈[T ] r∈[R] i∈It

≤E

X X X

ci v̄ir (t)

t∈[T ] r∈[R] i∈It

=E

X X X

i



(ci ȳir (t) + ci s̄ri (t))

t∈[T ] r∈[R] i∈It

≤

X X X (2 + λ)ci
Pi yeir (t)
Pi w i
i∈I

t∈[T ] r∈[R]

(17)

ci (v̄ir (t) − v̄ir (t − 1))



(17a)
(17b)



(17c)
(17d)

t

≤̺3 Pe(mlBroker)

hX X X X

P

′

≤E

′

rr
drr
i Bi ḡi (t)

t∈[T ] i∈[I] r∈[R] r ′ ∈[R]

hX X X B
i
i
Pi ȳir (t)
Pi

D r (t)

i

(18)

(18a)

t∈[T ] i∈[I] r∈[R]

≤̺4 E[C1 ]
≤̺4 Pe(mlBroker)

i
.
λ) maxi∈[I] B
Pi

Proof. Within each For loop in the outermost layer: Line 2
takes constant step to initialize a set YRr (t). Lines 3-7 take It
steps to finish the assignment tasks. The While loop (lines
|Y r (t)|(|YRr (t)|−1)
) steps to terminate.
8-22) take at most O( R
2
Lines 23-25 can be done in constant steps. In summary, the
running time of Round1 y and Round2 y is O(It R).
Theorem 5. Our complete online algorithm mlBroker runs in
polynomial time in each time slot, and achieves the competitive
ratio


r = r1 · r2 = 2 + (1 + ǫ) ln(1 + 1ǫ ) · ̺1 + ̺2 + ̺3 + ̺4 .

Proof. The main body in Af ractional uses the interior point
method [35] to solve Pef t in (10), which runs in polynomial
time. According to Lemma 2, the running time of Round1 y
and Round2 y is O(It R). In Around , lines 1-5 can be finished
in O((K +1)It R) steps to set ȳ . Lines 6-9 take O(It ) steps to
choose where to place parameter servers. Line 10 involves
solving a linear program, which can be solved by interior
point method in polynomial time [35]. Hence the algorithm
runs in polynomial time in each t.
objective value of (8) mlBroker achieves
≤ r1 ×
offline optimum of (8)
objective value of Pf computed by Af ractional ’s solution
r2 =
×
offline optimum of relaxed Pf
objective value of Pf computed by Around ’s solution
,
objective value of Pf computed by Af ractional ’s solution

We have

since the objective functions in Pf and in (8) achieve the
same values under the same set of solutions, and the offline
optimum of (8) is no smaller than the offline optimum of
relaxed Pf . Hence, r1 × r2 is an upper bound of the ratio
of the objective value of (8) achieved by mlBroker to the
offline optimum of (8), and thus a competitive ratio of
mlBroker. By Theorem 3 and Theorem 4, the competitive
ratio r holds.

(17e)

i
i
where ̺3 = maxt∈[T ],i∈[I] (2+λ)c
and wi = ⌈ r∈[R]
⌉.
P i wi
Pi
(17a), (17b) and (17c) holds due to the definition of zir (t)
and vir (t). The reasons for (17d) and (17e) are similar with
(16c) and (16d).

E[C4 ] = E

Analysis for Our Complete Algorithm

Pi yeir (t),

≤̺2 Pe(mlBroker)

maxt∈[T ],r∈[R],k∈[K],i∈I
t
P

5.3



mi,k 
wi

X X X X (brk + erk ) (1 + λ)ni,k +

(16a)

We now show the competitive ratio of our complete online algorithm, referred to as mlBroker, which carries out
Af ractional and then Around in each time slot t. The competitive raio is an upper-bound ratio of the objective value of
(8) achieved by solutions produced by the online algorithm,
to the offline optimum of (8).

(1 + λ)ni,k yeir (t) + mi,k seri (t)
ark ((1

12

(18b)
(18c)

(18a) holds due to the
where ̺4 = (1 +
constraint (8i) and the reasons for (18b) and (18c) are similar
to the former ones.

6

P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our online
algorithms through simulation studies (in Sec. 6.1- Sec. 6.3)
and real experiments (in Sec. 6.4).
6.1

Simulation Settings

We simulate a geo-distributed ML system running for
T ∈ [50, 100] time slots (T = 50 by default); each time slot
is half day long, which can be set to 2−3 hours according to
realistic demands. The default number of data centers in this
system is 15. Following similar settings in [4], [44] and [3],
we set the resource demand of each worker as follows: 0−4
GPUs, 1−10 vCPUs, 2−32 GB memory and 5−10 GB storage;
we also set the resource demand of each parameter server
as 1−10 vCPUs, 2−32 GB memory and 5−10 GB storage. We
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GB [49]. The deployment cost for each job is set in [0.05, 0.1]
USD per GB. The unit prices of resources in different data
centers before volume discount, ark , are set in [1.2, 9.6],
[0.13, 0.24], [0.01, 0.1], [0.01, 0.1] USD per day, respectively
[49]. The discounted unit prices, brk , are within [70%, 80%]
of the respective price before discount [8]. The thresholds,
lkr , are set within [500, 600], [800, 1000], [1000, 1050], and
[1000, 1050] for the respective resource types [8].

Fig. 11: Cost1 under different Fig. 12: Cost2 under different
data sizes per job per time slot. data sizes per job per time slot.
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set job arrival patterns according to the Google cluster data
[45]. For each job, the processing capacity of a worker ranges
in 16−66 GB (according to the training speed for ResNet-152
shown in the performance benchmarks of TensorFlow [46]).
The size of the total training data accumulated during each
time slot in a job is in [100, 700] GB (500 GB by default)
(according to size of pictures uploaded at Instagram per
minute [47]). We set the transmission data size between each
pair of worker and PS in [30, 575] MB [48], thus the overall
transmission size per time slot, Bi , is set in [4.32, 82.8] GB.
The unit data transmission cost is in [0.01, 0.02] USD per

6.2

Performance of Af ractional and Around

We first study the performance ratio of Af ractional , which is
the ratio of the overall cost of Pf generated by Af ractional to
the cost produced by the optimal solution of Pf (we do not
refer to it as the competitive ratio, as the later is derived
under the worst case). Fig. 5 illustrates that Af ractional
performs well with a small performance ratio (< 1.25).
The results confirm that there is only a small loss in the
performance when we decompose the online problem into
a series of one-shot problems. Furthermore, the number of
DCs and ǫ have little impact on the performance. Although
Theorem 3 indicates that the worst case ratio is larger with
smaller ǫ. The average-case value, as we observed in our
simulation, shows that its impact is not obvious.
We next examine the performance ratio of our oneshot rounding algorithm Around , which is the ratio of the
objective value of Pf computed by solutions of Around to
that computed by solutions of Af ractional (we do not refer
to it as approximation ratio as the latter is evaluated under
worst case). Fig 6 shows that the ratio decreases with the
increase of data size and the decrease of worker’s processing
capacity. This can be explained as follows: as proved in
Theorem 3, Pi appears in the numerator and Dir (t) appears
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in the denominator of parameter λ. Therefore, a low ratio
comes with a smaller Pi and a larger Dir (t).
We further compare our algorithm with two other
rounding algorithms: i) Independent Rounding (IR), which
rounds each yir (t) to the nearest integer (e.g., 2.6 to 3, 2.1
to 2) and rounds sri (t) in the same way as in Around ;
ii) Greedy Rounding (GR), which rounds up yir (t) (e.g., 2.2
∗
to 3) and assigns sri (t) = 1, r∗ = arg maxr∈[R] sri (t). Fig.7
demonstrates that our algorithm consistently outperforms
the two algorithms under different numbers of data centers.
6.3

Performance of our complete online algorithm

Algorithms for comparison. We compare our complete
online algorithm mlBroker with four job placement algorithms. i) OASiS (OA) [4]: given unit resource prices, each
job selects the best placement scheme which minimizes its
payment cost. ii) Local (Lo): dataset is processed locally in
the data center where it is collected, with workers deployed
in the data center, and the PS is randomly placed in one of
the data centers. Therefore, C1 (t) = 0. iii) Central (Cen): Each
job’s PS and workers are placed into one data center which
incurs the lowest cost, and all data are aggregated into that
data center for processing. iv) Optimum (Opt), which is the
minimum cost obtained by solving Pf .
Fig. 8 shows the total cost generated by different algorithms, when we vary the size of each job’s per-time-slot
training data. We can observe that when the dataset is large,
it is better to train it locally to avoid high data transfer costs;
on the other hand, centralized training is preferred with
small datasets. Nevertheless, our algorithm always generates a lower cost, compared to other algorithms. Fig. 11,
Fig. 12, Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 show each component of the overall cost under different algorithms. As can be seen in Fig. 11,
with the increment data size per time slot, data transfer cost
increases, especially for Central and OASiS. This shows the
weakness of centralization when meeting geo-distributed
training datasets. Our algorithm mlBroker selectively transfers datasets, leading to a better performance. Resource cost
accounts for a large part of the overall cost. In Fig. 12, we can
see that when the data size is small, training in a centralized
method leads to a lower payment. However, when the data
size gets larger, our method performs better than Local and
Central since we balance between these two methods. OASiS
shows the best performance with the lowest overall cost. As
shown in Fig. 13, the deployment cost keeps stable for each
algorithm even when the data size varies. The difference
between them is small compared to the total cost. In Fig. 14,
our algorithm also shows a good performance with a lower
communication cost compared with Local and OASiS. This
is due to our efficient worker/PS placement decisions.
Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show the performance ratio of
mlBroker with large size of training datasets, which is
the ratio of the overall cost in (8) generated by mlBroker
to the cost produced by optimal solution of (8). In Fig. 9,
we can observe that the ratios become slightly large when
the number of time slots increases. This is mainly due to
the performance loss incurred when we decouple decisions
over the time slots and make decisions in each slot, and
the more time slots there is, the more loss results. Fig. 10
shows that the ratio of mlBroker remains stable when the

number of jobs per slot grows. In addition, we still observe
the better performance of our online algorithm. However,
our algorithm performs the best in all cases.
6.4

Real Experiment

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our online algorithms on geo-distributed GPU clusters which are
managed by kubernets 1.7. We choose parameter severs in
MXNet as the distributed training framework. We created
three clusters in three different availability zones on the
Amazon cloud. Each cluster is interconnected with highbandwidth, low-latency networking, dedicated metro fiber.
The unit data transmission cost between the cluster is about
0.02 USD per GB. We use p3.2xlarge instances for each
cluster. Each node is equipped with 8-core vCPUs, 61GB
RAM, 40GB SSD storage space and a Nvidia Tesla V100
GPU with 16GB RAM. The network bandwidth across nodes
is 10Gbps. The instance price before the discount is 3.06
USD per hour. Due to resource and economic constraints,
we only conducted small-scale verification experiments and
it is difficult for us to reach the amount that triggers the
Amazon discount price, so we set the discounted prices and
thresholds by ourselves. The final cost is calculated based
on the running time of each instance and data transmission
volume.
TABLE 3: Deep learning jobs for experiments
Model

Params

Dataset

Batch size

AlexNet

61.1M

ImageNet-12

128

VGG-16

138M

ImageNet-12

64

VGG-19

143M

ImageNet-12

64

Inception-V3

27M

ImageNet-12

128

ResNet-152

60.2M

ImageNet-12

128

Workload. We set total time slots to 10 and job arrives
randomly at each time slot. Upon an arrival event, we
randomly choose the job among the example in Table 3
and set the duration of the job to 3 − 8 time slots. We use
ImageNet as the dataset for all jobs, which contains about
1.28 million training images. During the duration of the job,
we randomly send part of the ImageNet dataset to three
clusters at every time slot. The number of workers and
PSs required by the job is determined by the amount of
data generated and the job type at current time slot. The
scheduling algorithm determines data transfer and deployment decisions of workers and PSs.
TABLE 4: Detailed costs under different algorithms
Algorithm

Cost1

Cost2

Cost3

Cost4

Overall Cost

mlBroker

2.8

1018.3

Local

0

1253.8

14.5

34.5

1070.1

13.2

119.1

1386.1

Central

3.9

1083.5

OASiS

3.2

1129.3

12.4

0

1099.8

17.8

50.7

1201.0

Table 4 shows each component of the overall cost under
different algorithms in our real experiments. As we can see,
resource cost accounts for the largest part of the overall cost
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and transfer cost is the smallest cost. The main reason is
that due to the resource and economic constraints, the size
of each job’s total training data and the number of DCs in
our verification experiments is very small, compared to the
simulation settings. This leads to a small amount of data
transfer between data centers. As shown in Fig. 15, the
performance of our algorithm is better than others, and this
proves the effectiveness of our algorithm, even with small
scale of input.
TABLE 5: Components of Resource Cost (Cost2).
Algorithm

mlBroker

Local

Central

OASiS

Running Time

392.2

417.7

388.6

396.7

Discount Rate

0.85

0.98

0.91

0.93

Resource Cost
(= time × price)

1018.3

1253.8

1083.5

1129.3

Table. 5 shows the total running time of all instances
and the total discount rate under different algorithms, which
are related to resource costs (resource cost = total running
time × price with discount). As can be seen from Table. 5,
Fig. 16 and Fig. 17, Central has the minimal running time
while our algorithm mlBroker triggers the largest overall
discount. The reason why Central has the minimal running
time is that all the instances are centralized, thus the time
spent on waiting for communications between workers and
PSs is minimized. Moreover, we compute the ratio of total
resource payment with discount to total payment without
discount. Our algorithm shows the best performance by
taking running time and discounts together into conditions,
which leads to the smallest resource cost under these smallscale verification experiments. When the size of datasets
increases, mlBroker always obtains minimal total cost (see
Fig. 8).

This paper proposes a machine learning broker service
which strategically rents resources from different data centers to serve users’ requests for geo-distributed machine
learning. We propose an efficient online algorithm for the
broker to deploy new jobs and adjust existing jobs’ placement over time, to maximally exploit volume based discounts for overall cost minimization. The online algorithm
mlBroker consists of two main components: (i) an online
regularization algorithm that coverts the online deployment
problem into a sequence of one-shot optimization problems, and each can be solved to a set of fractional solutions directly; (ii) a dependent rounding algorithm which
rounds the fractional solutions to feasible integer solutions.
Through extensive theoretical analysis and simulation studies, we verify our online algorithm’s good performance as
compared to both the offline optimum and representative
alternatives.
Note that our algorithmic framework can be readily
adapted to handle additional constraints in geo-distributed
job placement, e.g., locally generated data cannot be transferred out of a region due to security constraints [14]. In addition, we focus on broker scheduling strategy in this paper,
which can readily work with any detailed design of broker
pricing strategy to charge the users [50][51][52]. Especially,
our cost minimization exploiting volume discounts easily
guarantees that the prices the broker charges the users are
no higher than what the users need to pay, if they directly
rent resources from the cloud providers. We can assume
that the broker charges each user just at the middle of the
discounted price and the non-discounted price, which can
cover all the costs and is profitable for the ML broker. There
are already many pricing models proposed for brokers,
which has been well studied in [50], [51] and [52]. We will
continue to study this topic in our future work.
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